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Background

Theoretical framework
Weber (1964); Paterson (1967); Bourdieu (1991): Authority = the right of
one to exert influence on another, derived from perceived legitimacy based
on structural, contextual or personal factors. 
Spolsky (2009: 4): 

Johnson & Johnson (2014): language policy arbiters: individuals in LPP
processes can possess a "disproportionate amount of impact on language
policy" (p. 222) as a result of positioning of others.
Drackley (2020: 93): "authority is constantly negotiated, with different parties
making claims and rejecting others’ claims"

"The third component of policy is language management, the explicit and
observable effort by someone or some group that has or claims authority over
the participants in the domain to modify their practices or beliefs."

Analytical framework
Paterson (1967): Structural authority, Sapiential authority, Moral authority,
Personal authority

van Leeuwen (2008): "authorisation" strategies
Harré & Langenhove (1991); Kayi-Adar (2019): Positioning theory (in
applied linguistics)

Language Policing:  Lack of conceptual and practical clarity (De Bres, 2015)
- policying (e.g. Blommaert et al., 2009) vs. corrective strategy (Amir & Musk,
2003; Cushing, 2019)
Language policing as type of language management (cf. Sherman &
Svelch, 2015)
Working definition: "...any attempt by an entity to directly and manifestly alter
the language practices or beliefs of another, according to formal or informal
rules, norms or beliefs regarding “correctness” or “appropriacy” in a given
context."
Growing research on practices of language policing online (e.g. Yazan,
2015; Phyak, 2015; Selvi, 2020; Røyneland, 2018; Sherman & Svelch, 2015;
Karimzad & Sibgatulina, 2018)
Lack of focus on actual "language police" as language managers on
social media, and how they claim or are ascribed (or refuse) authority.
Need for more research on nature and mechanisms of language policing -
individuals as policymakers and policy analysts (De Bres, 2015; Pérez-Milans
& Tollefson, 2018).

Research questions
How do users in two Catalan-language
Facebook groups position themselves, or
others, as possessing (or lacking) authority
during a language policing episode?
What criteria are used to justify the
claiming, ascription or denial of authority?
What limitations or conditions to this
authority are apparent?
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Context

Source: www.laincorrecta.cat

Findings
Structural Authority

(1) P001: This is our group, we are totally free to act in it [however we please].
(2) P002: @P001 Are you happy correcting me? Who asked you to correct me? Can you not
respect an interlocutor? I don’t talk to you so that you can correct me, but to exchange
views. Don't you know how human communication works?
P001: This group is about removing [linguistic] interference, read the rules.

Sapiential Authority

(3) P001: I don’t make mistakes, the remarks are all validated by years of observation and
consultation of dictionaries, and by the group Aprenguem la nostra pròpia llengua  
(4)  P015: Don’t come to me (or anyone, in fact) with your hypercorrections, thanks. I’m a
philologist and I know how the language that unites us is written.
(5) P023: If I already knew as much as that, perfect, I wouldn’t have to be a member of this
group… that’s why I’m here.
(6) P010: Your knowledge is very commendable, but that doesn’t give you carte blanche to
say it everywhere, nor does it make it impossible for you to make mistakes [...]

Moral Authority

(7)  P005: Either we take this seriously, or just start chattering away in Castilian and
have done with it.
(8) P001: Opinions... the study of language is a science, and that tells us both quantitatively
and qualitatively that Catalan is in danger of dying.
(9) P032: Thank you [...] even if you are at times very direct, it’s a great mission. Let’s go
(10) P002: And now you erect yourself as a guardian of what can be talked about: there are
many ways to speak PRECISELY OF SOCIOLINGUISTICS and QUALITY.

Personal Authority

(11) P001: I know no-one, apart from me, W, X, Y and Z and a few others, with sufficient
linguistic awareness, knowledge of the language and practice of self-purification, who speaks
the correct Catalan without Castilian interferences.
(12) P010: ...You're incapable of seeing when you make mistakes in many of your
corrections
(13) P034: ...but even though I really respect your Northern Catalan way of speaking, it's
not mine and I don't want to speak like you.

Moral authority is claimed and ascribed due to a belief in the endangerment of Catalan from
Spanish, and that language policing serves to help users to save it. 
This is moderated (or sometimes prevented) by a perceived lack of politeness, disagreement
with the endangerment discourse or utility of language policing, or tolerance of linguistic
diversity.

Users claim or ascribe authority based on group ownership, and based on their right explicitly
given the mission of the group. 

Knowledge, education or experience are frequently invoked to justify/resist policing. External
sources are also often invoked to construct a position of sapiential authority.
Users are most likely to ascribe sapiential authority if they see the group as a site of learning
and teaching - they as pupils, language managers as teachers. 
While knowledge is frequently lauded by all, it is not always sufficient to justify language policing.

Users claim personal authority by positioning themselves as infallible role models (van
Leeuwen, 2008). Fallibility - as well as anonymity - is also invoked to deny personal authority.
This authority also hinges on matters of origin and linguistic ownership.

Two focal Facebook groups - sister groups, sharing
members and administrators
Catalan-language groups
Shared concern to preserve Catalan in (or restore it to an)
"authentic" state.
Characterised by high degree of language policing. 
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